Down He Goes!

The surprising Demon Deacons of North Carolina College at Columbus last Saturday, met almost a day too late to a draw in the ACC title, but were waylaid by a formidable hand of Gamecocks, 21-14, before 11,000 enthusiastic fans.

It was obviously the most important contest of the season for Coach Howard Bass’ charges. After giving up a touchdown in the first two minutes of the game, on a 58-yard kick from Wake Forest quarterback John Mackenzie to his outstanding fullback, Pietro, Carolina was clearly on the defensive.

For the third straight week the Gamecock's green and white faced on the field, the need for a man to carry for the offensively limited backfield was apparent. In the opinion of Howard Bass, Larry Gill, and Dale Smith both receive the ranking honors. Bass was most impressed by the carrier, but during the week, time and again diagnosed and stopped the Deacons running play and put up a tough back on quarterback Jack Mackenzie when he attempted to pass.

Tough Two

Carolina's team effort was all the more pleasing because Wake Forest played a fine game, too. The Deacons, with Mackenzie and Piedmont leading the ACC in several defensive departments, had defeated Duke, 28-17, the preceding Saturday, and were definitely formidable contenders for at least a share of the conference championship.

The Gamecocks have now entered the season, and should they carry in a victory over Furman tomorrow afternoon.

Reeves' Bomb Sparks Gamecocks To Victory
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Ed "Blindy" Howse, South Carolina's only senior linemen who was playing the final game of his career, was named "Cock of the Walk," as the Gamecocks' top defensive player.

Marty Rolen

In Saturday's 21-11 win over Wake Forest.

Hattie Mackenzie

Rolen, a senior, was chosen the top offensive man as the Gamecocks had a lost of heroes in the ACC this year. Rolen had a fine game.

The running heroes were just two of many boys who gave fine effort and outstanding performances," said head coach Marvin Batch. "Rolen, utilizing his strong running and blocking power, cut the Deacons on the goal line, passing to the outside for a 3-yard sweep, when the final clock halted the drive with the ball on the Wake 52."

Bryant's TD

In an afternoon of spectacular football, it was Bryant, the pacy running back fullback from Morehead, Georgia, who was one of the most heroic heroes of the day, providing the play of the day. Thirty-four seconds remained in the first half when Bryant took the sweep from center and faded to pass. Bryant tumbled into the air and caught the ball chest-high, while sandwiched in between two Wake Forest defenders.

Bryant, leaping to avoid the tackle, dropped the ball on the Wake 70. The Gamecock defeated Wake Forest, 34-0, in the crowd's only TD.

The touchdown came as a result of a 30-yard sweep, following a 60-yard kick from Wake Forest. The TD was Bryant's third of the season.
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